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Managing attention-deficit disorder (ADD) as a grown-up is a constant concern. 10 Simple
Solutions to Adult Add more offers ten easy ways to better manage your symptoms and live
better with Add more. Maybe you keep misplacing your keys. Written by noted writer and
acclaimed psychotherapist Stephanie Sarkis, who has utilized these solutions to personally
overcome her ADD symptoms, this concise and obvious new edition offers the latest treatment
info to help you sharpen your concentrate, improve your romantic relationships, and manage
your time and effort and money. You might notice that your mind occasionally wanders during
conversations. Or your Combine may be causing bigger complications in your life, making it
difficult to talk to family and friends and leading you to procrastinate on essential projects.
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  This is actually the most helpful Increase book I've run into. It was very disorganized, I would
add- in that the chapters were so incredibly vague, that it was frustrating for me personally. I
read the book in weekly and sensed that I got a written report to do later on. For me personally,
the book appeared to induce a little more tension than anything. The paragraphs are short also
to the point. Too Simple This book is much too simple and states things that a lot of people
already know. But others may enjoy reading those ideas. Explains things simply and yet so
relatable for a person with ADHD. I believe this would be more appropriate for a teenager rather
than an adult because everything here's just good sense things that most people already know.
Satisfied But Somewhat Disappointed This book is small for the purchase price, although it
does contain some good information. Book is easy in its software of practical suggestions and
is simple to read Simple yet thorough What am amazing reserve! This is probably better for
someone who just found out about ADD or is merely getting started to get organized. Actually
helped my husband and I work on the issues in our marriage linked to
uncontrolled/unacknowledged ADHD actions. Short and lovely, so you can easily examine
chapters or the complete book once again to keep focusing on things. Heloful book for
Adhd/add Very helpful information about how exactly to manage with Combine or ADHD.
Awesome book; concise suggestions offering positives of ADD . People who have ADD are
constantly reminded of their problems, but rarely their function ethic, focus on detail.. Awesome
book; This book give you the specific strategies you need for keeping your life, brain and house
organized.. Great reserve with up to date info, such as for example : apps websites, etc So far the
best ADD book I've read This book is a breeze for an ADD person to read! I can observe how it
gets the potential to help some people gain a basic understanding of their diagnosis, however
the focus on the illness really exacerbates symptoms, and this book is specifically about
symptom management. Up to now this provides been the very best ADD book that I've read.
Some of the ideas are simple, but that is helpful as I required the reminder of the easy tips that
are out there. There are many ideas in getting family members to help together with your quest
to simplify your Increase life. That wasn't beneficial to me as this is something I wish to work-on
by myself. If you have Put you have probably already heard many of these items currently. The
book is wonderfully come up with in that it is possible to open it to any page and start reading.
Five Stars great book for suffering spouses Three Stars gave it as something special Five Stars
Good Five Stars as advertised Book is simple in its software of practical recommendations and
is simple to Arrived on time. There is no wasted space on wordiness like in a few other ADD
books.We am glad I just paid 42 cents for this. I'm not sure exactly what I was expecting but this
is simply not quite it. Nevertheless, it is easy to go through and I did so find some of the
suggestions helpful. Best ADD book out there This book is a brief, easy read, filled with direct
solutions and tips.NOT Helpful, but Worthy of a Read We are all entitled to our own opinions, but
this book seemed to be more of an organizational guide than a '10 Basic Solutions' format. I
purchased over 10 and returned all of them except for this one and ADD-Friendly Ways to
Organize Your Life (that i like just as much, but will go more in depth). I refer to this book
frequently. Its recommendations have saved my household because they're actually doable.
Take note: I highly suggest ladies skip the books created for females with ADD...they were too
long, chatty, and often absurd. concise tips that include positives of Add more and not just the
negatives, like therefore many other books. You don't have to learn from cover to cover. Don't
work with this one.
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